AFIT bestows PhD to NCO for the first time!
U.S. Army MSgt Jeffery Morris is the first enlisted student to earn a Ph.D. from the AFIT. Morris completed his doctorate in Systems Engineering with research focused on quantum cryptography. [Watch the video here.]

AFIT Faculty Member & Fulbright Scholar Returns from Japan
Dr. Willie Harper, Associate Professor of Environmental Engineering, visited the Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology (TUAT) in Tokyo, Japan during the spring of 2014 as a Fulbright scholar. [Read more here.]

AFIT Professor Elected Fellow
AFIT’s Dr. Anthony N. Palazotto, Distinguished Professor of Aerospace Engineering within the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, was unanimously elected as an Engineering Mechanics Institute (EMI) Fellow. [Read the full article here.]

AFIT Foundation Launches New Website
The AFIT Foundation is a private, non-profit organization incorporated for the purpose of furthering the goals of AFIT. [Check out their new website here.]
Nuclear Engineering Faculty Win AETC Award
AFIT’s Nuclear Engineering Faculty in the Department of Engineering Physics won the AETC Nuclear Deterrence Operations Professional Team of the Year Award for 2013! Read the article here.